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I. Introduction 

 
The fully fledged name of the GDPR is “on the protection of natural persons with regard to the                  
processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data [...]”1 

 

However, much of the public debate about the new regulation has focused on the part regarding the                 
protection of data: the stress on aspects such as privacy and security by design have indeed                
dominated most of the topic, since their impact on the design of information and communication               
technologies (ICT) as well as the on the juridical status of subjects involved and their conditions of                 
treatment of data are so deep. 
 
In spite of this, the second part of the title (“on the free movement of such data”) throws us a                    
glimpse of the broader intent of the regulation. The protection of data (or better, “of natural persons                 
with regard of personal data”) should not forbid or hinder the movement of such data, which –                 
moreover – should be free . In these few keywords, we see the intent of the regulators not to kill the                     
data economy by means of data protection.2 We see here the awareness of the regulator about the                 
huge potential of data as the new basic pillar for both Public Organizations and Institutions and                
businesses. 
 
This awareness likely arises from the (recent) historical background and pre-conditions that made data              
economy’s potential so clear, and can maybe partly justify the many “grey areas” that the GDPR is                 
remarked to have left. As for the background, the GDPR faces the acknowledgment that data               
economy grew within the business (remarkably, American businesses): so, the production of data and              
their treatment was conceived of as to generate profit, not really to preserve or protect persons’                
rights (unless they would affect the profit). This is especially clear in the matter of profiling and                 
privacy. Profiling is not itself a “bad thing”, because as advertisers say to users, “You will still                 
receive ads, but they may not be relevant to you”. Which means at least two things: from the business                   
point of view, this means being able to make more accurate market segments and reduce inefficiency                
in addressing products or services to the “right customers”; from the user-customer’s point of view,               
this means being addressed by relevant information: when marketing and communication are really             
informative to a customer, a good ad can satisfy his/her informational need. This is why the GDPR                 
stresses on the consent: customers should be informed and aware about which information they are               
willingly providing to business so as to allow them to build accurate profiles. On the contrary,                
business (and in particular digital services) have tried to build environments that they fully control,               
where people more or less freely and spontaneously show and leave traces of their behaviour (and                
personality). This affects privacy if the data subject has no control or power over the data that he/she                  
generated.  
 
On the second hand, not only businesses built up a system of data. Public Organizations and                
Institutions actually have plenty of data about people. Persons’ health data are just one example (and                
one that is especially attractive for businesses). The treatment of Public Organizations’ data needed a               
regulation in order not only to avoid rights violations; but it has become a way to express and                  
concretely implement the principle of transparency of Public Organizations towards citizens:           
citizens can employ their right to control over Institution by means of data, that has to be accessible                  
(under certain conditions) and has to be measurable3 . 



The “grey areas” that the GDPR seems to be criticized for mainly address the tools that it enables                  
with. The regulation seems to be designed more to set principles and less to provide tools and roles to                   
take actions (despite the creation of new functional roles such as the DPO). This, however, seems to                 
be done on purpose: the GDPR means to instruct with guidelines, rather than being a list of do’s and                   
dont’s. This characterization is due to its intent to be substantial in the impact, and not just a                  
formal checklist (as Authorities of data protection often point out). It is known, indeed, that the GDPR                 
was initially conceived of as a European directive and not a general regulation. In short, the character                 
of the GDPR focuses more on showing and pointing to the purposes, and less on the way to achieve                   
them. 
 
However, this characterization in “setting the principles” has introduced some new important            
elements and key points, that – again – make the regulation effective in its impact for both businesses                  
and Public Organizations. 
 
 

II. New Key Elements 
 

Based on the previous legal corpora regarding privacy, fragmented in the variety of national laws, the                
GDPR tries to harmonize their principles into a new perspective, without discarding what’s been done               
before. Thus, what’s important here is the new perspective. 
 
In order to set up a new framework on the treatment of data, the GDPR brings in new elements that                    
were not typical of the regulations which it relies on. For instance, privacy laws did not really have                  
anything to do about the idea of portability, which indeed comes from the regulation of               
telecommunications. 
 
As mentioned in the beginning, the intent of the GDPR is not to kill data economy by means of data                    
protection. Within this perspective, some elements have been introduced in order to ease and favor the                
circulation of data while still giving guarantees on the protection. Whereas I recognize the principles               
of privacy- and security-by-design as key technological elements on the protection side, I would like               
to highlight the role of portability and interoperability as the key elements on the “economic side”. 
 
Triggered by the fundamental questions of this award, I have further elaborated on their implications               
and extended their scope. 
 
“What is the role of other stakeholders (consumers organisation, the industry and the public sector) in                
securing a more equitable state of affairs” And more: Within the framework of GDPR new elements                
in the regulation, which elements can constitute a "competitive advantage" for businesses? 
 
“What would be the most adequate relation between consumers and their personal data?”. And              
which of those advantages can be the most helpful and useful for consumers? Do we need to                 
distinguish between citizen and consumer? 
 
In order to ground these questions down to actual applications, I will make here a broad overview of                  
value proposition from public organizations, industries and companies that have created solutions.            
These solutions are just examples of how the new principles stated in the GDPR can be elaborated and                  
exploited. 
 



The solutions I have identified are: 
-  SPID (Italian solution and system for the digital identity) ; 
-  Weople (a newly founded company; I will provide further details and discussion later 
on) ; 
-  Data Transfer Project (by Apple, Facebook, Google, Microsoft, Twitter). 
 

SPID 
 
According to and following the European and Italian agendas in the digital transformation, SPID              
(essentially, a unique digital identity for citizens) is a very important key asset. Technologically, SPID               
doesn’t differ too much from Personal Accounts in digital services and social networks. Also, working               
as a single-sign-on technology, it allows access to all platforms that integrate it into their systems: this                 
resembles of course the practices of social login, including data sharing across platforms. What is the                
difference then? The control of data by the data subject is the difference! Currently SPID allows                
access to all main public administration services. Since it’s based on the regulation of Public               
Organizations, data sharing across platforms and policies of consent and access to personal data are               
strict. Interestingly, although the personal data collected may be mainly of administrative type, this              
does not exclude an economic exploitation of some types of data (which the data subject should                
provide consent for anyways). Apart from all the possible interactions between public and private              
sectors that could meet in this solution, the principle in use here is INTEROPERABILITY. The role                
of the public sector here is especially important to set the standard. As being the source of authority,                  
the public sector is able to decide the (minimum) requirements and its digital service could constitute                
the “control room” (and dashboard) where every citizen could switch on and off which personal data                
can be used by whom. The dark side of this solution is of course centralization, with all consequent                  
risks about data security and breaches. I would like to point out one special note about consumer                 
organizations (also as being a member of the Italian Altroconsumo). Much of the concerns I about                
digital privacy derive from the fact that digital services can track people all across websites, mobiles,                
apps, and so on. As said above already, this is useful for businesses in order to profile users as                   
customers. In situation where every customer is profiled with respect to the products of his/her interest                
and prices of his/her purchases, an economic profile could be outlined. What if prices could change                
according to how much one person is able or ready to spend for that product? The economy                 
would shift its paradigm from the cost of production for every product to an auction for every product.                  
(An example we are already used to is the changing price of air or train companies, depending on the                   
time of purchase). Would this have implications for my rights as consumer? The question could be: if                 
a customer is able or ready to spend more for a product, should he/she spend more? Is it economic                   
discrimination? I think consumer organizations, supported by public organizations with proper           
tools, should monitor this issue. 
 
WEOPLE 
 
Weople is a company that leverages on the principles of PORTABILITY. Its value proposal is to                
become the e-wallet of personal data. The promise to customers is – beyond storing data in the most                  
secure ways – to get paid for receiving ads. The core idea is: if people generate data that companies                   
use, people should also take some part of the economic profit. This principle is already at place in the                   
mechanism of artists’ royalties (and copyright more broadly). The debate could rely on the question:               
is the source of data (or even the art work) always part of the value chain? I challenge: if so, why the                      
same does not apply for agricultural producers? Clearly, the debate is too wide if try to find arguments                  
and references in other industries and sectors. 

https://www.spid.gov.it/
https://weople.space/
https://datatransferproject.dev/


What I highlight here is the implications of portability. Portability as defined in the GDPR does not                 
imply cancelation or deleting of data from the original source. It simply enables the data subject (or                 
his/her representant) to ask for a copy of that data. Deletion would have to be one more request. Then,                   
I wonder, data portability would generate a multiplication of data? If meant as in              
telecommunications (as for phone numbers), portability should be defined as transfer? (Where a             
number or data can be stored and managed exclusively by one controller). I think further               
specifications are needed on the definition of portability and a consumer organization could lobby on               
this over the Regulator. 
 
DATA TRANSFER PROJECT 
 
This project can be considered as the counterpart of data portability. Its current contributors are               
Apple, Facebook, Google, Microsoft, Twitter. Not surprisingly these contributors have teamed up to             
find a common solution on how to share the data without making a war. These companies have built                  
their commonly said “empires” on the data they collect and process about their users. And this                
solution leverages on the principle of INTEROPERABILITY. Differently from the case of SPID,             
interoperability here looks like a technological business-driven solution. If this was just a “front              
scenes” operation for legal compliance (while trying to hinder data sharing behind the scenes), much               
of its potential would be lost. However, given its contributors, this project a huge potential to set and                  
become a standard de facto for interoperability. 
 
There are pros and cons of this. Currently, on the one hand, the fragmentation of personal data in                  
different digital service providers hinders them from creating a unique and detailed personal profile.              
What if these services could exchange data without the user to be informed about it and give consent?                  
Currently, this is how commercial partnerships work for website; and indeed explicit consent on third               
parties was introduced. On the second hand, the approach adopted the DTP is to use open-source                
code, so that anyone can – at least in principle – check what data is being transferred. And this also                    
goes into the direction of company and business transparency (instead of hiding behind industrial              
secret), which especially for big tech companies, has been a big deal so far. 
 
One more pro is that these companies are, at the moment, way more powerful from a technological                 
point of view. And a distribute rather than centralized collection of data (like in the case of SPID and                   
WEOPLE) would probably be an advantage for security. 
 
 
III. CONCLUSION 
 
The GDPR has cast a new perspective on the data scenario, both for its treatment and the status of                   
players involved. Its substantial approach aims at empowering subjects with real rights able to make               
an effect. In order to achieve this, the tools I consider to have the right balance between power of the                    
principle and the effectiveness of the action are portability and interoperability, with the latter being               
even more important. In a scenario where most customers use these services without being able to                
master, my answer to how should the relation be between consumers and their data, I say it should be                   
distributed control. By this I mean that every citizen should be provided with a digital identity by                 
default (just like an ID card), with some basic data. All external services should rely on this, but this                   
does not mean that all data produced by these services should be centralized. Digital identity should                
work as a control room, by which every user should be able to switch on and off the access that third                     
parties require. 
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